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Project Description
We are studying the effect of content on consumer engagement in social media. Across all industries and all
levels of organization, social media is now being used to interact with clients and consumers. Hospitals are
actively maintaining their social media pages to shape relationship with patients while non-profit organizations
are recruiting and soliciting for donations on Facebook. In a recent stream of research, Miller and Tucker (2013)
study active social media management in a healthcare setting while Tucker (2012) studies the effectiveness of
social advertising in philanthropic settings. These studies find that active social media content management
does drive more engagement online (and thus possibly offline) and that socially driven messages do get more
philanthropic responses, respectively.
While the potential of social media in transforming the firm-customer relationship is well recognized, less is
known about what social media strategies actually work. While many organizations have established a social
media presence, it is not clear whether and how social media content created by organization engages users on
social media. This is particularly important given the sheer volume of information flowing through these sites and
filtering algorithms used to selectively show certain information to the users.
There are many open questions regarding what content posted by organizations on social media platforms such
as Facebook are more likely to be engaging. For example, are simple descriptive posts seeking to inform people
about much required clean water support in Africa more effective than persuasive messages? Will it be better
with photos or videos? What type of posts will increase the number of organization’s engaged-users over time?
What strategy stay constantly effective across different industries? The study of content and underlying
mechanism of advertising that drives consumer engagement has been known to be difficult and underdeveloped (Bagwell 2007, Godes et al 2005). And traditionally, these questions about contents and medium of
advertising have been studied mostly in lab settings, through small-scale field experiments or case studies. But
with the availability of large-scale social advertising field data in conjunction with the recent progress in natural
language processing (automated text data mining), we can study the issue at a massive scale (Liu 2011;
Jurafsky 2008).
The burgeoning empirical literatures on word-of-mouth (WOM), social contagion, and viral marketing are also
related to our research. The most relevant of these papers are the recent papers studying what kinds of content
cause WOM. For example, Berger and Milkman (2012) investigated what content in NY Times articles cause
viral sharing, focusing on the emotional and psychological factors that drive readers to share. Similarly, Berger
and Schwartz (2011) showed that the interestingness of content is good for immediate WOM but not for ongoing
WOM. Tucker (2012) explores ad persuasion versus virality using data on user engagement with Youtube
videos and finds that persuasiveness and virality is negatively correlated.
Our dataset is derived from a feature provided by Facebook named “Facebook Page.” Many organizations use
FB Pages since its introduction over the past year. FB Pages enable organizations to create profile pages and
maintain close connections with current and potential clients. FB allows organizations to post status updates,
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advertise new promotions, ask questions and basically convey any sort of information and get feedback. Our
panel data span more than 100,000 unique messages posted by approximately 1000 companies and
organizations (more than 120 industry categories) resulting in millions of records. Using this unique dataset and
theories from marketing and consumer behaviors, this research study seeks to answer the following questions:
What content attributes of social media messages and strategy drive greater consumer engagement?
How do the answers to the above questions vary by industry?
We utilize Amazon Mechanical Turk to get sentence-level content attributes for subset of the data then
use this as the training set to tag bigger dataset using machine learning and natural language
techniques. We then use econometric methods to evaluate the content’s effect on engagement.
Our research makes two main contributions. First, while many organizations recognize the potential impact of
social media, there is little in terms of best practices for practitioners based on large data and econometric
methods accounting for Facebook’s selective filtering EdgeRank algorithm. The insights from our analysis will
have a significant managerial implication for all users of social media, guiding their policies and practices in
social media advertising and consumer relationship management. Second, our analysis will help researchers
better understand whether (and how) consumers respond to social media advertising. In addition, this large data
offers a great chance to examine previous WOM literature, mostly carried out in lab experiment, in a field setting.
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Current Budget and Request
The majority of cost for this project is from using amazon mechanical turk (AMT). Bulk of research
budget is covered by the Baker Retail Center grant but currently we are over budget by ~$2500 due to
pilot studies, job resubmission and additional data collection for augmenting automated text mining
training set. We request total of $4000 for funding (details below).
The breakdown of AMT studies that’s currently not covered
• Supplemental Tagging of 10000 additional messages for brand and product mention: 0.03
cents each (+10% fee) and 3 people per message = 10000*3*0.033 = $990
• Iterated study for survey question clarification and pilot study = $400
• Re-submitting tagging jobs to AMT that failed accept-criterion =$1080
• Plus Travel budget detailed below
Since the data is rather large, even a small pilot study costs much money. I am also requesting travel
budget for a conference, Statistical Challenges in eCommerce 2013 (http://scecr.org/scecr2013/)
which is held in Lisbon, Portugal this year where I will be presenting this research. I don’t have any
other travel budget.
Following are the break down of the budget request
Reason
Data Collection from Mech Turk
Airfare +Transportation for conference
Hotel
Total Requesting

Amount
$2470
$1500
$300
$4000
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